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Chapter Two 

Progress as an Inner Revolution 

 

Prior the prophet, after having turned down the Angel’s project of stopping 

people from move and migration on earth, says: “We can’t just stop. We’re not 

rocks—progress, migration, motion is… modernity. It’s animate, it’s what living 

things do” (Perestroika 132). Prior’s objection to the American Angel’s reactionary 

proposal shows the revival of his hope after having conquered his personal 

misfortunes and fostered his belief in the idea of progress. We can say that Prior 

finally understands the actual meaning of his life through regaining his faith in 

progress. His change in his struggles manifests a major theme of Angels: the retrieve 

of hope through progress.  

The theme of progress is an undercurrent in Angels. In the play, Kushner 

illustrates the journey of the Mormons, the navigation of Prior’s ancestors, Prior and 

Harper’s imaginary travels, and Louis’s wandering between his lovers. In these moves 

and migrations, the theme of progress recurs frequently and becomes a part of the 

lives of the characters. For Kushner, the journeys of these characters are not about 

seeking a better life like their ancestors, but about seeking opportunities for 

fundamental changes through the struggles and experiences in their lives. Their 

journeys include external and internal ones that bring them introspections and growth. 

Adapting Benjamin’s viewpoint on the human history, Kushner finds that the inner 

journeys of the characters cause fundamental changes that, according to Benjamin, are 

the “progresses” within the characters. Kushner’s progress in Angels means the 

fundamental change that is induced by the experiences and introspections the 

characters have acquired through their inner journeys. This unique concept of 

progress is derived from Benjamin’s philosophy of history, which Kushner considers 
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very influential to his writing of Angels.  

 

I. Benjaminian Concept of Progress: A Radical View 

From the age of Enlightenment to the early 20th century, the general recognition 

of the idea of progress is a straight moving into the future.1 Contrary to this general 

recognition, Benjamin redefines the concept of progress as an “interference” of time 

and a renewal of history (“N. [re the theory of knowledge, theory of progress],” 65), 

which is attained through the dialectical examination of the historical moments. In 

other words, Benjamin pictures the concept of progress as a revolutionary 

advancement resulting from the dialectical conflicts of historical images.2 His unique 

idea of progress in human history makes the real progress of human kind possible.   

The Enlightenment idea of progress and its crisis 

Since the age of Enlightenment, the idea of progress has been an important idea 

in describing the development of civilization. Great thinkers like Kant, Hegel, and 

Marx all propose their own concepts of the progress of the human race. In the 20th 

century, however, the traditional concept of progress is challenged because the 

destructive quality of the concept has been disclosed in mass destruction and wars that 

were started in the name of progress. Therefore, it requires a thorough examination on 

the concept of progress before the human race proceed into their future.  

The Enlightenment concept of progress is closely related to the ordinary 

conception of progress in the 20th century as forward moving to a higher stage. In his 

                                                 
1 For the common concept and definition of “progress” in the Oxford English Dictionary, see 

Part VI, “The Theoretical Framework” in Chapter One, p. 16.  
2 Here, Benjamin uses “image” to call the historical moments that are the basic units of the 

human history. In “Thesis,” Benjamin states: “The true picture of the past flits by. The past can be 
seized only as an image which flashes up at the instant when it can be recognized and is never seen 
again. […] For every image of the past that is not recognized by the present as one of its own concerns 
threatens to disappear irretrievably” (255). Instead of considering the human history as a continuous 
temporal line with a forward direction, Benjamin emphasizes the uniqueness of each of the historical 
moments by describing them as images. 
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essay “What is Enlightenment?” Immanuel Kant has pointed out that the destination 

of human nature “lies precisely in this progress” (7). It is against human nature to 

confine or stop the progress of human beings. For Kant, the free and independent 

pursuit of knowledge and progress is indispensable to the idea of enlightenment. He 

further demonstrates: “[t]he human has always been in progress toward the better and 

will continue to be so henceforth” (“An Old Question Raised Again: Is The Human 

Race Constantly Progressing?” 147-8). Kant’s statement expresses the Enlightenment 

optimism toward human nature. He recognizes the progress-oriented quality, as a part 

of “human nature,” as the spirit of Enlightenment.  

After Kant, people in the 19th century held the same optimistic opinion about 

progress. When discerning the rapid transformation of the world and the accelerated 

improvement of living conditions, Victor Hugo made similar comments on progress: 

“Progress is the footstep of God himself” (quoted in Buck-Morss 90). Susan 

Buck-Morss, a critic on Benjamin’s philosophy of history, states: “Progress becomes a 

religion in the nineteenth century” (90). The Enlightenment belief of progress was 

still prevailing in the 19th century. Many philosophers, including Hegel and Marx, 

have criticized Kant’s concept of infinite progress of the human race. However, their 

critiques focus on Kant’s “infinite” progress. The basic belief in the positive aspect of 

progress of human beings was still shared by these thinkers (Bull 104, 116, and 160). 

The pursuit of progress has brought magnificent achievements in human 

civilization. However, ironically, the same pursuit has also brought disastrous 

consequences that menace to destroy the achievement of civilization. Because of their 

frenzy insistence on progress, modern people become over-optimistic in estimating 

human wisdom and abilities. The result of this excessive optimism is human beings’ 

arrogance, which causes ignorant exploitation of the environment, abuse of the natural 

resources, and profit-oriented wars. The negative effects of this enthusiasm toward 
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progress have thus aroused prevailing disappointment and retrospections.  

Benjamin’s critique of the concept of progress 

Benjamin is one among the thinkers who have first proclaimed the danger in the 

concept of progress. His critique on the concept of progress has provided a creative 

and provocative viewpoint in examining the problems of progress in modern society. 

In his “Thesis,” Benjamin considers the common conception of progress as a 

tendency leading to the destruction of the human civilization. This viewpoint 

significantly influences the concept of progress in Kushner’s Angels. 

In the reviews and studies of Angels, Benjamin’s “Thesis” is frequently cited as 

the source of the concept of human history in the play.3 In “Thesis,” the passage 

which was inspired by Paul Klee’s painting “Angelus Novus” is also considered 

significantly relevant to the image of the Angels in the play:  

          A Klee painting named “Angelus Novus” shows an angel looking as 

though he is about to move away from something he is fixedly 

contemplating. His eyes are staring, his mouth is open, his wings are 

spread. This is how one pictures the angel of history. His face is turned 

toward the past. Where we perceive a chain of events, he sees one single 

catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it in 

front of his feet. The angel would like to stay, awaken the dead, and make 

whole what has been smashed. But a storm is blowing from Paradise; it 

has got caught in his wings with such violence that the angel can no 

longer close them. This storm irresistibly propels him into the future to 

which his back is turned, while the pile of debris before him grows 

skyward. This storm is what we call progress. (“Thesis” 257-8) 

This passage illustrates a picture of what Benjamin calls the “progress” of the human 
                                                 

3 See Part V, “My concerns,” in Chapter One, p. 15 
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history. For Benjamin, progress as a forward moving in time is basically a disaster, a 

continuous catastrophe without any visible termination. In Benjamin’s description of 

the painting, the angel of history is “caught” in the storm of progress, which is 

blowing from “Paradise,” the origin of human history. While being forced to move 

forward to the future, however, the angel is simultaneously facing the past. The piling 

debris of the past history draws his attention while he is propelled away. At the same 

time, the destruction goes on to produce mounting wreckage that “grows skyward.” 

The angel wants to save the misery and destruction in history, “make whole what has 

been smashed” by a biased viewpoint of history, but is incapable of doing so. This 

catastrophic storm has caught him, and propelled him to move forward to the future, 

which is not desirable to the angel since his back is turned to it. The storm blowing 

from Paradise, for Benjamin, is the concrete representation of the idea called progress, 

because of its “violent” character that indiscriminately pushes everything forward.  

According to his description of the Klee painting “Angelus Novus” (“New 

Angel”), Benjamin holds a pessimistic attitude toward the Enlightenment concept of 

progress as a blindly forward moving.4 To him, the human history, based on the 

Enlightenment progressive spirit, is simply catastrophic. The various achievements of 

human civilization are nothing more than a tremendous sign of the human being’s Fall 

from Eden. Obviously, Benjamin’s disapproval toward the concept of progress in 

“Angelus Novus” is related to his personal experience and observation of the 

Nazi-Germany. When he observed the large-scale destruction and massacre of Jews in 

the name of progress in the 1930s, Benjamin must have felt despair about the 

fundamental notion of progress. Furthermore, it is also the time when the Marxist 

                                                 
4 Regarding Benjamin’s pessimistic attitude expressed in “Angelus Novus,” Peter Osborne 

credits that “It should be noted that Benjamin’s objection is not to the concept of progress per se, but 
only to the ‘uncritical hypostatization’ which results as ‘as soon as it becomes the signature for the 
course of history in its totality’” (223, note 8). Thus, Benjamin still has his own opinion about the 
quality of an authentic concept of progress of history as demonstrated in this chapter. 
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theory of history provides Benjamin with a radically different perspective of the 

future of the human race.  

Benjamin’s concept of progress: a form of revolution 

Benjamin’s concept of progress is radically different from the Enlightenment 

concept. To him, the real progress of the human race means the revolutionary 

intervention of the course of the human history. Influenced by the Marxist theory of 

historical materialism,5 Benjamin perceives history as a composition of dialectical6 

relationships between historical images.7 For Benjamin, the dialectical relationships 

between these images make up the authentic phantasmagoric view of the human 

history.8 The rediscovery of the suppressed dialectical images of history calls for a 

revolutionary action to stop the destructive Enlightenment historical progress. The 

breakout of the revolution signals the real progress for Benjamin. In trying to recover 

the real appearance of human history, Benjamin attempts to change people’s 

                                                 
5 The concept of historical materialism is a complex one. Briefly speaking, the concept is 

“founded on Dialectical Materialism applied to history” which is “another name for the ‘materialist 
conception of history’ formulated by Marx and Engels” (“Historical Materilaism,” Encyclopedia of 
Marxism). Origianally, Marx considers that the conception of history is based upon human kind’s 
recognition of the process of production (Chapter 2 of The German Ideology qtd. in “Historical 
Materialism.” Therefore, it is the changes in material condition, instead of the ones in spiritual 
conditions and ideologies, that motivate the huamn history. Benjamin, however, applies historical 
materialism in his philosophy of history in a theological way. According to the crittic Allegra De 
Laurentiis, Benajmin “presents historical materialism as a theory of history that will be unassailable on 
the condition that ‘it enlists the servieces of theology’ (Benjamin 1969 [“Thesis”] 253)” (31). Briefly, 
Benajmin perceives the human history with “the theological principle” which “allows this history to be 
represented in partial histories” (33, note 5). In the critic John Parker’s words, this monadological 
perception of history allows Benjamin to perceive the complete appearance of history in a single 
material object (par. 1). The belief that he can perceive the entire history in a single material, according 
to Parker, is Benjamin’s historical materialism. For details of Benjamin’s application of historical 
materialism in his “Thesis,” see De Laurentiis’ “A Prophet Turned Backwards: Materialism and 
Mysticism in Walter Benjamin’s Notion of History,” pp. 31-33.  

6 In the Oxford English Dictionary, the word “dialectical,” being the adjective form of the 
“dialectics,” defines a “process of thought by which [the] contradictions [between two principles] are 
seen to merge themselves in a higher truth that comprehends them.” Here the word is used to indicate 
the stimulating connections between historical moments (images).  

7 For Benjamin’s description and application of the historical images in “Thesis,” see note 2 in 
this Chapter, p. 23.  

8 The term “phantasmagoria,” according to Buck-Morss, originally means “a magic lantern show 
of optical illusions, rapidly changing size and blending into one another” (81). Marx uses the term to 
describe the “deceptive appearances” of commodities in the marketplace as “fetishes.” Benjamin 
borrows the term from Marx to denote the ever changing displaying of images of the commodities of 
the Arcade in Paris (81).  
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perception of the past history, initiate their thinking of the present, and encourage 

them to change the status quo. Influenced by Marxism, he advocates that progress is a 

revolution intending to change the present situation and lead to a radically different 

future.  

Benjamin’s concept of the human history foretells the possibility of the 

revolutionary progress. In his study of the arcades of Paris, Benjamin has found a 

different perspective of history as composed of phantasmagoric empirical images. 

According to Benjamin’s understanding of historical materialism, history is not 

composed in a narrative form, which is a series of historical events linked by their 

temporal order in a linear development. On the contrary, history is composed of 

images that are “dialectical at a standstill” (“N” 50). The historical images are 

dialectical because they inspire each other of their respective significance. Every 

moment of the human history can be regarded as the crystallization of this dialectical 

relationship.9 By portraying these images as “dialectical,” Benjamin stresses the 

dynamic relationships between these images when juxtaposed within the moments of 

the human history. Describing a dialectical picture of history, he says: “A historian 

who takes [the viewpoint of historical materialism] as his point of departure stops 

telling the sequence of events like the beads of a rosary. Instead, he grasps the 

constellation which his own era has formed with a definite earlier one” (“Thesis,” 

263). Accordingly, the dialectical images construct the human history in a graphic way. 

The composition of these historical images makes a phantasmagoria, a flourishing 

picture of human history. This is the “dialectical” way in which the historical images 

are related to each other in Benjamin’s theory. 

                                                 
9 Benjamin describes this crystallization of dialectical images as the “presence of the now” 

(“Thesis” 261). For the significance of this “presence of the now” and its relevance to the Benjaminian 
redemption, see Chapter 3, “Benjamin’s redemption: recognizing the reality of the human history in the 
‘presence of the now,’” p. 57.  
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The concept of dialectical image enables Benjamin to explicate his concept of 

“progress” in the human history. In his description about the authentic progress, 

Benjamin says: “Progress does not reside in the continuity of temporal succession, but 

rather in its moments of interference: where the truly new first makes itself felt, as 

sober as the dawn” (“N,” 65). This idea of authentic progress of history is closely 

related to Benjamin’s picturing of history as composed of dialectical images. In 

Benjamin’s theory, the historical continuity of time suppresses the possibility of any 

fundamental change. He demonstrates in “N” that real progress cannot be found in a 

longitudinal duration of history, but only “in an upward direction” (72). It is not the 

forward moving of time, but the “interference,” the specific point of suspension in 

history that makes a real progress. Accordingly, the point of suspension is the point of 

revolution, because it stops the forward moving of history, twists it to another 

direction, and inaugurates a new history. Therefore, when explicating Benjamin’s 

theory, Susan Buck-Morss illustrates this concept of progress in revolution with the 

diagram:  

 

 

Messianic Time  

 

 

Empirical History 

 

 

Revolutionary Action    

Fig. 1. Buck-Morss, Dialectics of Seeing, p. 242. 
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In Buck-Morss’s interpretation of Benjamin’s theory of history, the common 

recognition of the human history, the “Empirical History,” is basically a history 

heading into infinity. This kind of history, however, takes the human race toward 

nowhere. The “Empirical History” is what Benjamin calls by “homogeneous, empty 

time” in “Thesis” (261) However, when the suppressed dialectical images is 

recognized, they become the source of revolution because they shows “a single 

catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage upon wreckage” as described in “Angelus 

Novus” in “Thesis.” This awareness of historical images will prompt the human race 

to stop the heading forward of the Empirical History, and start a revolution. It is only 

when a revolutionary action breaks out and directs the path of history into the 

“Messianic Time” then can human beings be liberated and led into their salvation. 

This “Messianic Time,” according to Benjamin, is “the same day keeps recurring in 

the guise of holidays” (“Thesis” 261) because it appears as a point, a single moment, 

in the line of “Empirical History.”10 This pattern of repetition is where Benjamin 

perceives as the location of a real progress of humanity. This revolutionary salvation 

is what Benjamin means by progress of the human race.  

The power for revolution is produced by the dialectical tension within the 

dialectical images of history. To describe the source of the dialectical tension, 

Benjamin starts with the process of a dialectical thinking of history: 

Thinking involves not only the flow of thoughts, but their arrest as well. 

Where thinking suddenly stops in a configuration pregnant with tensions, 

it gives that configuration a shock [...] In this structure [the Historical 

Materialist] recognizes the sign of a Messianic cessation of happening, or 

                                                 
10 In “Thesis,” Benjamin claims that “The great revolution introduced a new calendar. The initial 

day of a calendar serves as a historical time-lapse camera. And, basically, it is the same day that keeps 
recurring in the guise of holidays, which are days of remembrance” (261). Benjamin’s “historical 
lapse-camera” describes the extending of the historical time in the “new calendar” which is introduced 
to the history by the revolutionary action as illustrated in Buck-Morss’ diagram.  
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[…] a revolutionary chance in the fight for the oppressed past. He takes 

cognizance of it in order to blast a specific era out of the homogeneous 

course of history—blasting a specific life out of the era or a specific work 

out of the lifework. (“Thesis,” 262-3, emphasis added) 

Benjamin uses “thinking” to denote the dialectical re-examination of the past history. 

The “stop” and the “shock” is the point where a revolutionary progress appears. Here, 

the process of thinking involves “a critical placing into question” of history, which is 

the initial stage of making a revolutionary action (“N,” 70). By engaging in the 

Benjaminian dialectical thinking, the human race awakens from the “escapist 

daydream” of progress (Wohlfarth 201).11 When the dialectical images reveal the 

authentic progress of history and elicit a revolution, the historical time will be stopped, 

making a “Messianic cessation of happening.” The “cessation” is the moment of 

eruption of revolution and the appearance of real progress.  

Therefore, the progress of the human history means a radical change to the 

human history. Progress is not the sequential and gradual improvement or 

development of human condition. The sequential and gradual improvement actually 

makes no real change that is worthy of the name. This is the reason why a true 

historical progress should not be taken as a forward moving of time, or “a measure of 

specific historical changes,” but a “legendary beginning” (“N,” 70). The beginning is 

legendary because the revolutionary change leads the human history to the “Messianic 

Time,” the original ideal state of the human history that has been recurring since the 

                                                 
11 Commenting on the vision of “a single catastrophe” in “Angelus Novus,” the critic Irving 

Wohlfarth says: “The spectacle that the ‘angel of history’ sees as he looks back on the mounting rubble 
of world history (Illuminations, 257-58) is not quite the same sameness as Blanqui’s and Nietzsche’s 
‘eternal return.’ The latter is a mythical version of the former. To put it schematically, the doctrine of 
progress is an escapist daydream; the hallucinatory vision of eternal return is a nightmare that 
recognizes itself as such, but only from within, while and angel has fully awakened to the nightmare, 
without, however, being able to escape it” (201). In “Thesis,” Benjamin’s historical images appear as 
the same moment of history that returns to remind people of the illusion of infinite progress of the 
Empirical History in Buck-Morss’ diagram. This progress, accordingly, is a “daydream” that covers the 
true appearance of history from human eyes. 
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origin of days, according to Benjamin. The historical point when a revolution takes 

place is the point where the Benjaminian progress is achieved.  

Benjamin thinks that the real progress of the human race can only be achieved 

through a total change of the status quo. The history of historical materialism 

“supplies a unique experience with the past” by dialectically examining the historical 

moments and creatively relating the past to the present (“Thesis,” 262). Benjamin 

adapts the materialist history in his theory because it admits the existence of the 

dialectical images as the element of history that guarantee the possibility of historic 

changes. By proposing a new viewpoint on history, he intends to save history from the 

exploitation of meaningless progress and to produce new possibilities in a dialectical 

perspective. 

To sum up, Benjamin’s theory of progress is a form of interruption of the 

sequence of time rather than the forward-moving in time. His insight into history not 

only points out the destructive character of generally recognized progress but also 

clarifies the true significance of the real progress for the human history. In his unique 

viewpoint, Benjamin characterizes the dialectical quality of historical images. Thus, 

he has pointed out a promising way to the salvation of history: the way of revolution.  

 

II. Benjamin’s Influence in Kushner’s Angels 

Like Benjamin, who was given much material for contemplation in the Germany 

of the early 20th century, Kushner owes his retrospections on the issues and 

controversies in Angels to his observation of America facing the new Millennium.  

Considering the resemblance of their situations, Kushner finds in Benjamin’s 

philosophy the importance of the past history to the human race in the present day. In 

Angels, Kushner relates the past journeys and migrations to the daily lives of the 

Americans of the 20th century. By so doing, he encourages Americans to recover the 
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optimistic attitude through acknowledging that they are children of grand ancestors. 

With this recognition, Kushner manifests the theme of progress in Angels not only in 

the grand journeys of the past, but also in the inner journeys of modern Americans. 

Adapting Benjamin’s theory of progress, he illustrates the progress in Angels as the 

result of an inner journey of transformation and fundamental change. 

 “Great Voyages” of the past and inner journeys of the present in Angels 

In Angels, the theme of progress is mainly manifested through the characters’ 

inner journeys,12 which expresses a spirit of Benjaminian progress rather than the 

Enlightenment one. In the play, the prospect of an Enlightenment progress is lost for 

the characters facing the millenarian catastrophic scenes at the turn of the century. 

Therefore, the Millennium is the time for the Benjaminian progress to provide 

prospects for the characters as they continue their inner journeys of life in Angels. 

Like their ancestors’ exploration and migration, the characters’ inner journeys are 

supported by the faith in the idea of progress and hope in the future. This spirit of 

progress has been passed down from the pioneers and immigrants to modern 

Americans, who manifest the same spirit in their daily lives.  

In Angels, the theme of progress is disclosed by a lamentation of the death of the 

past physical journeys. In the opening scene of Millennium, the audience is 

immediately given an introduction to this theme in rabbi Chemelwitz’s speech about 

the Jewish migration at Sarah Ironson’s funeral:  

          She was…not a person but a whole kind of person, the ones who crossed 

the ocean, who brought with us to America the villages of Russia and 

Lithuania […] because she carried the old world on her back across the 

                                                 
12 The “inner journeys” of the characters in Angels is a form of progress which is applied in this 

Chapter to contrast with the outer, physical journeys of their ancestors. While the outer, physical 
journey connotes somewhat physical or technological advancement in the Enlightenment sense, the 
inner journey in the play refers to the characters’ internal change and further understanding of 
themselves. The inner journeys of progress here, I think, is Benjaminian.  
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ocean, […] and she worked that earth into your bones, and you pass it to 

your children, this ancient, ancient culture and home. […] You can never 

make that crossing that she made, for such Great Voyages in this world 

do not any more exist. (Millennium 10) 

The rabbi laments Sarah as well as the deceased “Great Voyage.” To him, Sarah 

Ironson’s death is not just the end of a person’s life, but also a symbol of the 

disappearance of a whole generation.13 Her death symbolizes the passing of a history. 

With the decease of the old generation, the past grand migrations, and the progressive 

spirit within these migrations, become extinct.  

In rabbi Chemelwitz’s words, the past journeys have been implanted in the 

minds of modern Americans of the 1980s. In the funeral scene, following the 

comment on the grand Jewish migration of Sarah Ironson’s generation, he tells the 

attendants his opinion of the migration of modern era: “You [the children of the 

immigrant generation] can never make that crossing that she made, for such Great 

Voyages in this world do not any more exist. But every day of your lives the miles 

that voyage between that place and this one you cross. Every day. You understand me? 

In you the Journey is” (Millennium 10-11, emphasis added). While mourning for the 

lost grand voyages of the past, the rabbi also points out that the spirit of the voyages 

still lives within modern Americans (11); the spirit is transformed into their inner 

journeys.  

The inner journeys for the characters in Angels are the internal changes that their 

daily lives bring them. The challenges that occur to the characters everyday make 

tough journeys for them. Furthermore, their everyday experience also changes their 

                                                 
13 In the rabbi’s words, Sarah was “the last of the Mohicans” (Millennium 11). “The Last of the 

Mohicans” is also the title of a novel by James Fenimore Cooper (1789-1851). The novel is about the 
story of the process of extinction of an Indian tribe, the Mohicans. In Angels, the rabbi calls Sarah 
Ironson “The Last of the Mohicans” because she is one of the few of her generation that are left. The 
story of Sarah’s life reminds him of the story in the novel.  
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attitudes toward and ideas of their lives. These changes leave traces inside the 

characters and prompt their internal changes. Thus, these changes become inner 

journeys for the characters in Angels.  

In a Benjaminian viewpoint, the inner journeys within the characters are 

comprised of the dialectical images in their daily lives. As previously discussed, 

Benjamin regards the dialectical images as the components of the human history. 

When the characters encounter frustrations or difficulties in their lives, the images 

from their past experience, their ancestors’ stories, or another character’s experience 

will help them see their situation and the possible resolution to it. The dialectical 

images assist the characters to pass their critical moment of life by giving them 

referential inspirations. This process constructs the characters’ inner journeys that lead 

to their personal revolutionary progress in the play.  

The daily struggles of the characters in Angels and the migration of their 

ancestors share the same quality of journey. It is also the same spirit of the journey 

that encourages them to overcome obstacles and to fulfill their goals of life. Even 

though the Enlightenment progress is discouraged by the catastrophic events facing 

the Millennium, the modern people are required to move on and deal with the troubles 

they meet in their journeys like their ancestors. In the process of dealing with these 

troubles, these people realize their insufficiency in ability and experience. This 

understanding forces them to develop their potentials, and by doing so changes their 

attitudes toward themselves and the world. This is what happens to the characters of 

Angels, who renew the idea of progress with their own experiences of life. 

Journeys of the characters  

     The theme of progress is explicitly manifested through the journeys of the main 

characters in the play. The main characters—Prior, Harper, Hannah, Joe, Louis, Roy, 

and Belize—acquire self-awareness and fundamental changes through their respective 
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journeys. When they fail to recognize the historical images in their present situations, 

however, they either receive assistance from others or fail their journeys. Furthermore, 

Kushner also juxtaposes between these characters’ individual journeys and their 

ancestors’ journeys. He reinforces the theme of progress by revealing the dialectical 

connections between their present and past journeys. The main characters—divided 

into WASP, 14  Mormons, Jews, and African American according to their 

backgrounds—have thus gained different extents of self-awareness, and progress.  

1. WASP: Prior 

     The historical images of Prior’s ancestors foretell his fate to be abandoned, 

which distresses him profoundly. However, through the conflicts and exchange of 

ideas with Harper and Hannah, Prior figures out the meaning of his life and develops 

his own idea about being a prophet. With Harper and Hannah’s help, Prior composes 

his own idea about movement and migration and reassures the importance of progress 

for the human race. Their encounters and mutual influences create the revolutionary 

power that, subsequently, change the lives of characters that are redeemed in the end 

of Angels.  

Prior’s historical dialectical images mainly provide him with the apocalyptic 

feeling that disturbs him. In scene viii, Act I of Millennium, Prior tells Louis the story 

of one of his ancestor who was a captain. The image of death in his ancestor’s story 

haunts him all through Millennium. In the story, Prior’s ancestor sank to the bottom of 

the Atlantic Ocean with the ship in a winter tempest. The sailors took seventy women 

and kids in a lifeboat. Being afraid that the boat might founder, the sailors keep the 

boat stable by throwing people randomly into the sea until the ballast was right 

(Millennium 41). Prior is drawn to the tragic story which reminds him of his situation 

                                                 
14 “WASP” is the abbreviation of White Anglo-Saxon Protestant. Basically, the term “WASP” 

means the American White people who are the descendents of the Anglo-Saxon immigrants living in 
New England.  
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because, at that time, Prior has known he has contracted AIDS. Comparing his 

situation with that of those people drowned in the story, he believes that he is chosen 

by Death for no reason. The dark image in the story corresponds to his idea of the 

cruelty and unpredictability of his fate.   

     The Angel’s announcement of the anti-migratory project posits Prior in a 

dilemma: should Prior follow the Angel’s instruction to spread the anti-migratory 

gospel, or should he argue with her over the real meaning of progress of the human 

race? Being unable to find a solution for this situation in his historical dialectical 

images, Prior has to look for it in the experience of other characters.  

During Prior’s journey looking for the answer to his dilemma, Harper and 

Hannah help him more than other characters. Meeting Prior in unexpected situations, 

Harper and Hannah help him confirm his own faith and find his self-awareness. 

Harper and Prior meet in their mutual dream (scene vii, Act I of Millennium) and in 

Heaven (scene ii, Act V of Perestroika). In these scenes, Harper encourages Prior and 

provides him with insights she attains through the “threshold of revelation.”15 When 

they meet for the first time, Prior asks Harper why she knows so much about him, 

Harper simply answers: “[T]hat happens. This is the very ‘threshold of revelation’ 

sometimes. You can see things” (Millennium 33). Harper’s “threshold of revelation” 

reminds Prior of his ability to see visions, which is an essential ability for him to 

become a prophet. Similarly, being accidentally involved in Prior’s life, Hannah 

supports Prior through his bewilderment and answers his questions. In scene vi, Act 

IV, Perestroika, Hannah tries to help Prior with her opinion on his vision. 

Commenting on Prior’s vision of the Angel, she claims: “An angel is just a belief, 

                                                 
15 The “threshold of revelation” is Harper’s theory of the hallucinatory prophecy. According to 

her, hallucination reveals to people the secrets they don’t know. In Chapter 3, I will argue that Harper’s 
“threshold of revelation” is actually visions she acquires through the recognition of the dialectical 
images in her life. See Harper’s section, p. 67 in Chapter 3.  
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with wings and arms that can carry you. It’s naught to be afraid of. If it lets you down, 

reject it. Seek for something new” (Perestroika 105). Her opinion actually encourages 

Prior to fight against the vision and project of the American Angel and to follow his 

own mind. Furthermore, Hannah also helps Prior face the Angel’s second visit. She 

tells Prior to “[g]rab her, say ‘I will not let thee go except thou bless me!’ Then 

wrestle with her till she gives in” (Perestroika 118). This encouragement helps Prior 

ascend to Heaven and argue for his own idea of the progress of the human race. 

Without Hannah’s help, Prior may not successfully accomplish the task. This is why 

he appreciates Hannah’s help and tells his friend in the hospital that she “save[s] [his] 

life” (Perestroika 140).  

Through the instructions from the story of his ancestors and from the 

experience of other characters in Angels, Prior is assured of his faith in progress and 

regains the courage to live on. Harper and Hannah’s dialectical images support him by 

instructing him when he faces the confusion in his life. These instructions also make 

him a fuller character and help shape his own idea about life.  

2. Mormons: Harper, Hannah and Joe 

Although Harper, Hannah, and Joe are not very stereotypical representations of 

the Mormons, the religious imagery of Mormonism still influences their daily 

experiences in Angels. The most prominent example of the influence is that all of 

them are engaged in journeys.16 Harper’s journey from imaginary to real travels is the 

process of her struggle to find the “secret of all that Mormon energy” (Perestroika 

122). Hannah’s journey marks the course of her seeking a homeland and a family. 

Noteworthily, contrary to Harper and Hannah’s journeys, Joe’s is a journey of 

                                                 
16 The Mormons, also known as the members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, 

are famous for their westward exploration, called “the Mormon Trail,” from Missouri to Utah in 1847 
(OED). In Angels, the Mormon trail is described in the Diorama show at the Mormon Visitor’s Center 
in scene ii, Act III, Perestroika. For the details of the Mormon religion, please see the official website 
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints at <http://www.lds.org>.  
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escaping and fleeing from his family and religious past. Although their destinations 

are dissimilar, Harper, Hannah and Joe have their own journeys of quest that alludes 

to the westward exploration of the Mormons.  

Because of the hallucination induced from her addiction to Valium, Harper can 

travel between the real world and the world of her imagination. Her journey is mainly 

composed of the dialectical contrast between these two worlds. For example, in scene 

v, Act III of Perestroika, Harper leaves the Mormon Visitor’s Center with the Mormon 

Mother, the mother model in the dummy family in the Diorama show. In this scene, 

Harper begins a conversation with the Mormon Mother who represents the Mormon 

historical past. She is literally communicating with the past when the Mormon Mother, 

an image from Harper’s Mormon past, answers Harper’s question metaphorically 

concerning her present situation.17 The Mormon Mother tells her “God splits the skin 

with a jagged thumbnail from throat to belly,” “plunges a huge filthy hand in,” “pulls 

and pulls till all your innards are yanked out,” and leave the tortured body to mend 

itself (79). This conversation between the imaginary and realistic world brings Harper 

dialectical inspiration and makes her realize the “secret of all that Mormon energy” 

that supports her decision to leave her husband and start a new life (Perestroika 122). 

In realizing the fact that she is despairing about Joe, Harper decides to leave him, 

abandons her imaginary travel and starts a new life. In her resolution and action we 

see Harper’s recovery of her self-awareness, which is the result of the dialectical 

experiences she attains through her imaginary and physical journeys. She realizes that 

the “painful progress” of human life is inevitable (Perestroika 144). Recognizing her 

situation and the choices she has through the dialectical images from her Mormon 

                                                 
17 According to Harper’s theory of the “threshold of revelation” explicated in note 11, the 

Mormon Mother is actually Harper’s imagination, the recycle of her religious ideas that speak to her in 
the form of a person. For more exploration of the relationship between Harper’s threshold of revelation 
and the image of the Mormon Mother, see pp. 68-69 in Chapter 3.  
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past, Harper decides to make changes to her life. This decision shows her real 

progress in Angels.  

Although somewhat detached in the play, Hannah also has her own journey. She 

never becomes adapted to her new life in New York until she accidentally meets Prior 

and his friends. The turning point of Hannah’s journey is in the scene when she 

advises Prior to fight with the American Angel. By helping Prior solve his problem 

with the Angel, Hannah is involved in Prior’s journey, which changes her homophobic 

attitude. In addition, in the same scene, the American Angel gives her a kiss, from 

which she “has an enormous orgasm” (Perestroika 120). This incident suggests that 

she has been thoroughly transformed since that moment. In the Epilogue, after 

experiencing changes in her life in New York, Hannah becomes “noticeably different” 

and “looks like a New Yorker” (Perestroika 145). In the end of Angels, Hannah is no 

longer the cold and stubborn woman of discipline but a person with a tolerant and 

open heart. Through the radical change, Hannah is accepted as a member of Prior’s 

circle of friends. Regarding her motherly emotions toward Prior, Hannah has found 

the homeland and family that she has been seeking in her journey.  

Contrary to Harper and Hannah’s dialectical journeys, Joe’s journey is a series 

of evasions from his historical past. He first marries Harper in order to hide his sexual 

orientation. Then, his moving to New York to look for a job is also a journey of 

escape, though this time from his mother, and all the Mormon tradition behind her. In 

Perestroika, scene iv, Act IV, Joe knows Hannah has come to New York. He goes to 

see her for advice from her. However, Hannah asks him, with a stern gesture, to find 

his own problem and solve it by himself:  

JOE. I migrated across the breadth of the continent of North America, I 

ran all this way to get away from… […] 

HANNAH. […] Ask yourself what it was you were running from. It’s 
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time you did. Not from me, I was nothing. From what? And what are 

you running from now? 

JOE. You and me. It’s like we’re back in Salt Lake City again. You sort of 

bring the desert with you. (Perestroika 98) 

Though he has learnt to face his sexual orientation and tells his mother he is gay, Joe 

still keeps eluding from his family and from his real self. He always tries to deny, or 

to run away from the inner journey. Since he has come out with his wife, Joe can’t 

resume the marital relationship with Harper as he wishes. Nor can he maintain the 

partnership with Louis because Louis realizes that he doesn’t love Joe from the 

beginning. Being despised by Louis and abandoned by Harper, Joe remains perplexed 

and alone at the end of Angels. Joe can’t find where his problem is because he has 

been evading from his past throughout the play. Unlike Harper and Hannah who 

engages in the inner journeys with assistance from their historical images, Joe rejects 

his past and endeavors to run away from it. Consequently, he fails to complete his 

inner journey with the dialectical images that he encounters in the play. There is still a 

long way before he can find his redemption.18  

3. Jews: Louis and Roy 

The historical images of the Jewish culture are essential elements in Louis’s and 

Roy’s journeys. Originally, Louis and Roy are both remote from the Jewish culture. 

They both confess to Joe that they are not religious (Millennium 15; Perestroika 33). 

However, Louis and Roy are inevitably influenced by Jewish religious images. For 

example, when Louis is thinking about leaving Prior, he asks the rabbi what the Bible 

says about those who “[abandon] someone he loves at a time of great need” 

                                                 
18 Kushner admits in an interview that he is ambiguous and ambitious about the character of Joe 

in Angels. He says: “When I was working on Joe, I wanted to write a conservative man that I actually 
liked. I didn’t finally succeed… Although I feel that he gets somewhere and will ultimately be 
redeemable, in Angels, part three” (Savran, “Interview with Tony Kushner” 311).  
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(Millennium 25). He worries maybe it is a crime to abandon Prior when Prior needs 

him most. As to Roy, the ritual of blessing Joe in his hospital room (Perestroika 82-83) 

reveals his identification with his Jewish heritage in imitating the ritual of Brokhe, a 

blessing of a father to his son as in Jacob’s story in Old Testament.19 According to 

these examples, it is obvious that Louis and Roy still consult their historical images in 

their lives even though they are not religious. The Jewish historical resources and 

images play an indispensable part in their journeys of life.  

In Angels, Louis is accepted to Prior’s circle of the survived in the Epilogue 

while Roy is dishonored and dies in ignominy. The key point to the difference is their 

attitudes toward the Jewish historical images which keep occurring in their journeys. 

At first, Louis ignores the ancestral past in his life. Therefore, when the historical 

images occurred to him, he tries to dispel them. For instance, in Millennium, scene iii, 

Act II, when he is at the hospital tending Prior, Louis tells the nurse the story of 

Prior’s name. He tells her someone also called Prior Walter has been stitched into the 

Bayeux tapestry. He is reminded of his own situation when he further explains the 

story of the tapestry: 

[La Reine] Mathilde stitched [the Bayeux tapestry] while William the 

Conqueror was off to war. She was capable of … more than loyalty. 

Devotion.  

        She waited for him, she stitched for years. And if he had come back 

broken and defeated from war, she would have loved him even more. […] 

and she would never, never have prayed to God, please let him die if he 

can’t return to me whole and healthy and able to live a normal life… If he 

had died, she would have buried her heart with him.  

                                                 
19 For the explanation of the significance of this scene, see p. 44. For Kushner’s purpose of 

alluding to Jacob’s story in Angels, see footnote no. 4, p. 11 in Chapter 1.  
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        So what the fuck is the matter with me? (Millennium 51-52) 

In telling the story of La Reine Mathilde and the Bayeux tapestry, Louis is comparing 

and contrasting two kinds of love: Mathilde’s unconditioned love to William and his 

conditioned love to Prior. Louis knows from the comparison that he can’t love and 

support Prior like Mathilde did. Hence, he dismisses the relationship between the 

historical image of the Bayeux tapestry and his situation with Prior. By doing so, 

Louis denies the possibility to be transformed by the historical image offered to him.  

     In spite of his former denial to be enlightened by the historical referent, Louis 

finally discovers his true feeling toward Prior, which saves him from failing his 

journey. Louis’s returning to Prior is resulted from his contemplating and discussing 

with Belize and Joe over the question of love. In his argument with Belize in scene ii, 

Act III, Millennium, Louis admits that he still loves Prior, though he is not sure about 

what he should do. In fact, he cannot fully recognize his true feelings within himself 

until he encounters the images from his memory of the Jones Beach. In scene iii, Act 

III, Perestroika, Louis takes Joe to the Jones Beach, the place where gay men used to 

gather for seeking mates. Louis tells Joe about his memory of the beach:  

          LOUIS: There used to be guys in the dunes even when it snowed. 

Nothing deterred us from the task at hand.  

          JOE: Which was? 

          LOUIS: Exploration. Across an unmapped terrain. The body of the 

homosexual human male. Here, or the Ramble, or the scrub pines on 

Fire Island, or the St. Mark’s Baths. Hardy pioneers. Like your 

ancestors.  

          JOE: Not exactly. (Perestroika 72)  

In Louis’s description of his past impression about the beach, he compares the 

“exploration” of gay men to the westward pilgrimage of the Mormons. The Mormon 
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historical images remind Louis of his situation. He is on a journey looking for a true 

love. Even though Louis admits that “[l]ove is still what [he doesn’t] get” (Perestroika 

74), he cannot help but awake from his own evasion and recognize his true feeling 

toward Prior. Therefore, on perceiving the historical image within his memory, Louis 

decides to return to his ex-lover. Louis’s move to face reality saves him from numbing 

himself wandering among men and from eternal evasion.  

     While Louis acknowledges his past historical images, Roy rejects his historical 

images. Twice he is confronted with historical images but he merely rejects them. 

Firstly, he does recognize the paternal image revealed in the story of Jacob but he 

finds he cannot choose the images he wants to identify with, so he rejects them. 

Originally, Roy takes Joe as his own son. In scene i, Act IV, Perestroika, he gives Joe 

a blessing, like Isaac giving Jacob his blessing in Genesis (27: 27-29). He wants to 

model his relationship with Joe after the father-and-son pattern in Jacob’s story. 

However, Roy’s recognition is destroyed when he learns that Joe is gay. Joe’s 

confession reminds Roy of his own sexual orientation that he denies. They are both 

excluded from the heterosexual family norm, which is the central value that Roy 

wants to identify with. Roy’s fantasy collapses when Joe fails to fit in the image of the 

heterosexual son in his patriarchal ideal. Thus, the dialectical images in Roy’s fantasy 

fail him. His life cannot become a dialectical journey which leads to his progress.  

Secondly, Roy rejects the chance to reconcile with his scandalous past when 

Ethel Rosenberg’s ghost comes back to see him. The rejection of the chance for 

reconciliation causes the failure of Roy’s journey. Ethel was an innocent Jewish 

woman who was executed unjustly by Roy’s illegal interference of her judicial case. 

In the play, she comes back to Roy to forgive him (Perestroika 114). However, Roy 

refuses to reconcile with her. Thus, Ethel can only take pleasure in reporting to Roy 

about the news of his disbarment. In scene ix, Act IV of Perestroika, when Roy is 
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dying on his bed, he fools Ethel and asks Ethel to sing a song for him. Intending to 

forgive Roy before his death, Ethel sings a lullaby for him. Nevertheless, when Ethel 

thinks Roy is dead, he “sits up violently” and claims that he has fooled Ethel to sing a 

song (Perestroika 114-15). He shouts at Ethel: “I fooled you Ethel, I knew who you 

were all along, […] I just wanted to see if I could finally, finally make Ethel 

Rosenberg sing! I WIN!” (115). His final humiliation to Ethel ruins the hope for him 

to make peace with his past. Roy cannot see the chance of reconciliation offered by 

Ethel’s ghost. As a result, he loses the chance to complete his inner journey, and thus 

the chance to redeem his past and transform himself.  

Although they belong to the same religious background, Louis’s and Roy’s 

journeys are directed by their different choices towards different consequences. By 

reading Kaddish for Roy at his death bed with Ethel Rosenberg’s ghost, Louis helps 

Belize express his forgiveness to Roy. The redeeming power derived from the past 

transforms Louis into a new person.  

4. African American: Belize 

Belize plays an important role of intermediation in Angels. His tolerant and 

uncompromising personality supports other characters through their difficulties and 

also pushes them to recognize their present situations. For instance, in his argument 

with Louis, Belize skillfully brings Louis back to his real intention in his long and 

pointless monologue. In his interactions with Roy, moreover, Belize sees the other 

side of Roy’s personality and decides to forgive him when he dies. In his journey, 

Belize keeps eliciting the innermost thoughts and emotions from other characters. 

Moreover, his suggestion toward other characters’ situations creates dialectical tension 

which helps them adjust their directions in their respective journeys.  

     Belize’s dialectical journey begins with his conflict with Louis. In Millennium, 

scene ii, Act III, Belize argues with Louis about the politics of race in the United 
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States. Belize successfully elicits Louis’s hidden concern from his argument by 

quoting an epigram—“real love isn’t ever ambivalent”—from his favorite popular 

romance novel (Millennium 96). This sentence touches Louis’s heart and brings forth 

Louis’s real feelings that he still loves Prior. By quoting the epigram, Belize forces 

Louis to admit that what he concerns is Prior’s condition. The seemingly radically 

important issue of the racial problem in the United States, for Belize, is not the point 

of their conversation. A person’s love toward another one, like the interracial love in 

the popular romance, is far more important for Louis than racial and political issues 

concerned. By applying the dialectical images in the novel, Belize compels Louis to 

admit the fact and also pushes him to contemplate on his situation. His help prepares 

Louis for his ultimate appreciation of the historical images in the scene at the Jones 

Beach, in which he is reminded of his love to Prior. 

The dialectical relationship between Belize and Roy changes Belize’s attitude 

toward Roy. Originally Belize and Roy hold mutual contempt when they meet each 

other for the first time in the hospital. However, during the time Roy stays in the 

hospital, Belize gradually becomes sympathetic to him, particularly after Roy has 

earnestly advised Belize that “[y]ou want to keep your eye on where the most 

powerful enemy really is” and save the hatred “for what counts” (Millennium 29). 

Finally, Roy’s imploration and condescendence move Belize to help him. In scene vi, 

Act I, Perestroika, Belize suggests Roy to get his own portion of AZT instead of 

wasting time with the double-blind test (29). This advice reveals Belize’s 

reconciliation with Roy. Their relationship seems to improve with the progressing of 

the play. However, the hostile attitude of Belize never really yields until Roy’s death. 

Even though they have been coping with each other during the time, Belize still 

feels he needs an opportunity to reconcile with Roy. Although Belize does not like 

him, he cannot help but regard Roy as a miserable patient reaching his end. In spite of 
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his hatred, Belize decides to pardon Roy when he dies lonely in the hospital. In scene 

iii, Act V, Perestroika, Belize asks Louis to help him pray for Roy and thank him for 

the drug. When Louis asks him why he wants to pray for someone he hates, Belize 

says: “He was a terrible person. He died a hard death. So maybe… A queen can 

forgive her vanquished foe. It isn’t easy, it doesn’t count if it’s easy, it’s the hardest 

thing. Forgiveness” (Perestroika 124). To forgive one’s foe is not easy, but Belize 

makes it. He not only gets his progress in convincing himself to do this difficult thing, 

but also encourages others to overcome themselves. Through blessing Roy’s soul, 

Belize obtains his internal change. 

In addition to his own dialectical journey, Belize is frequently involved in other 

characters’ journeys. In involving with other characters’ dialectical journeys, Belize 

transfers one person’s idea or vision to another person incidentally. This transmission 

of ideas or images creates indirect dialectical relationships between them. For instance, 

in Perestroika, when Roy asks Belize about the afterlife, Belize describes to him the 

vision of Heaven that Prior has illustrated to him. In scene ii, Act II, Perestroika, Prior 

tells Belize about the first visit of the American Angel, who describes to him the 

appearance of Heaven: 

     ANGEL. Heaven is a City Much Like San Francisco.  

          House upon house depended from Hillside,  

          From Crest down to Dockside,  

          The green Mirroring Bay: (Perestroika 50)  

Prior reports the Angel’s description of Heaven to Belize, who later recounts it to Roy 

with his own invented details in scene iv, Act IV, Perestroika. He portrays Heaven as 

a city “[l]ike San Francisco” and continues:  

          BELIZE: [...] Big city, overgrown with weeds, but flowering weeds. On 

every corner a wrecking crew and something new and crooked 
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going up catty-corner to that. Windows missing in every edifice 

like broken teeth, fierce gusts of gritty wind, and a gray high sky 

full of ravens.  

     […] 

                  Piles of trash, but lapidary like rubies and obsidian, and 

diamond-colored cowspit streamers in the wind. And voting 

booths.  

ROY: And a dragon atop a golden horde.  

          BELIZE: And everyone in Balenciaga gowns with red corsages, and big 

dance palaces full of music and lights and racial impurity and 

gender confusion. (Perestroika 77) 

The scene of Heaven in Belize’s description shows a sight of racial intermixture and 

gender ambiguity, which is Belize’s invention out of the Angel’s illustration of 

Heaven. In his portrayal, Belize suggests to the audience his intention to settle his 

confrontation with Roy by picturing Heaven as a place where “[r]ace, taste and 

history finally overcome” (Perestroika 78). In fact, Belize’s picture of Heaven is 

originated from Prior’s depiction of the Angel in his dream. Therefore, although Roy 

is dead and beyond the reach of the blessings, Belize forgives Roy with the dialectical 

images he adapts from Prior’s vision. 

By means of conveying the vision, Belize becomes a mediator and interpreter 

who helps other characters discover the dialectical images in their journeys. He assists 

them with the dialectical images from another character. In the process, his 

interpretation of the images also becomes an inseparable part of the images concerned. 

By connecting the journeys of the characters, Belize helps the characters find their 

directions in their journeys via other characters’ experiences and historical images. 

These images, sometimes altered with his own interpretation, help solve their 
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dialectical conflicts and produce growth in their journeys.  

Progress in Angels means a transformation, a fundamental change to the world 

which begins from the inner changes of the individuals. When the change occurs 

within an individual, he or she will experience this change as an understanding toward 

something mysterious and confusing, or as a feeling of being touched inside. This 

change induces one’s change in his or her attitudes and ways of thinking. Through the 

struggles of various kinds, each of the character that survives in the Epilogue has 

gained certain change and transformation inside. The change and transformation is the 

result of the journey within each person. This is what true progress means for 

Benjamin, which is also the real significance of the theme of progress in Angels. 

Kushner’s insistence on progress in Angels  

     In comparing and contrasting Kushner’s theme of progress in Angels with 

Benjamin’s philosophy of progress, the critics think that they have found a major 

contradiction. They have found that Kushner regards progress as the way leading to 

the redemption of human beings, while Benjamin considers the progress of human 

history as a single catastrophe. Although Kushner claims that Benjamin’s philosophy 

is very crucial to his writing of Angels, the contradiction in their ideas of progress is 

still obvious. The critics—like Savran, Reinelt, and McNulty—notice this 

contradiction and they claim that Kushner deliberately ignores Benjamin’s theory of 

progress in developing the theme of progress in Angels. However, according to their 

comments, they neglect the process of transformation of the characters as a kind of 

progress in the play. In fact, Kushner’s internalized journey of transformation of the 

characters in Angels is derived from Benjamin’s theory of progress. Proper 

recognition and evaluation to this adaptation is the key to correctly interpret the theme 

of progress in the play. 

     The critics accuse Kushner for his praising the idea of progress in an age when 
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the destructiveness of progress has been revealed in many ways. In David Savran’s 

words, Kushner “champions rationalism and progress” and tries to save the 

“Enlightenment epistemologies” of progress by proposing a progressive future 

prospect in Angels (“Ambivalence” 214). For Savran, Kushner still has his faith in 

progress of the human race and holds an optimistic viewpoint toward the future of 

human beings. However, Savran considers this faith “extremely unfashionable” 

(“Ambivalence” 214) in the time when people have seen Auschwitz established and 

the atom-bomb produced in the name of the progress of the human race. Comparing 

with Benjamin’s severe critique on the idea of progress in “Thesis,” Savran does not 

see similar retrospection on the negative effect of progress on Kushner.  

A similar critique on Kushner’s theme of progress can be seen in Janelle 

Reinelt’s article, in which she says she “regret[s] Kushner’s drift away from socialist 

themes” while he “leaves the play with no other foundations for social change[s] than 

the individual subject, dependent on an atomized agency” (242). For Reinelt, 

Kushner’s progressive prospect in Angels is “relatively detach[ed] from economic and 

social structural change,” and thus too naïve and utopian to be convincing (242). Even 

though she recognizes Benjamin’s influence on Angels, Reinelt still can’t relate the 

influence on Kushner’s seemingly unabashed insistence on progress.  

Still harsher, Charles McNulty considers Angels as “a fairy tale of progress” 

(91). Like Reinelt, he is very upset about Kushner’s naïve optimism in the Epilogue. 

According to him, “[w]hat makes this ending [of Angels] particularly hard to accept is 

that the playwright hasn’t provided any convincing evidence to suggest that the state 

of emergency has let up in the least” (93). Regarding Prior’s hopeful announcements 

to the audience in the Epilogue,—“We won’t die secret deaths anymore. The world 

only spins forward” (Perestroika 148)—McNulty criticizes: “Such uncritical faith in 

Progress would have been [a curse] to Benjamin, and to the Kushner of the first part 
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[of Angels], who so cogently applies […] [Benjamin’s] uncompromising historical 

materialism to America’s current fin-de-siècle strife” (92). In criticizing the theme of 

progress in Angels, McNulty blames Kushner’s recklessness in making unrealistic 

proposals for the social conditions of America in the 80s.  

The target of these critics’ accusations is Kushner’s insincerity in proposing a 

practical solution for the problems of the present, and providing a cogent picture of a 

hopeful future. In short, these critics are suspicious about Kushner’s intention in 

dealing with the questions proposed in Angels. If he had any sincerity in this, 

according to the critics, he would not have proposed a simple-hearted utopian vision 

with the faith in progress of the human race in spite of Benjamin’s warning of the 

catastrophic result of such a faith.  

Concluding the accusations, Roger Bechtel writes: “What Savran, Reinelt, and 

McNulty all seem to be looking for in Angels is a statement of theory and praxis based 

on a revolutionary, or at least class, ideal that, discerning from their critical rejoinders, 

is best located in received modernist notions of ‘revolution’” (102). According to him, 

the critics eagerly expect to see Benjaminian socialist revolution in Angels. However, 

they are disappointed by Kushner’s attempt to “replace the desire to challenge 

existing frameworks of segregation” with “a consensus politic that masquerades as 

dissensus [sic.]” (Savran, “Ambivalence” 220). The critics, according to Bechtel, are 

frustrated by Kushner’s failure to answer the crucial questions like AIDS policy, racial 

conflicts, and political conservatism with Benjamin’s radical viewpoint. Consequently, 

they depreciate Angels for its unpractical proposal of progress, and unsatisfying 

conclusion.  

In these critiques, however, the above critics have overlooked the significance of 

the theme of progress in Kushner’s description of dialectical journeys of the 

characters. Kushner’s Angels, as Art Borreca has proposed, “adapts Benjamin’s 
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visionary materialism to a historiography founded on faith in enlightenment historical 

progress” (249). This seemingly contradictory statement means that Kushner 

materializes Benjamin’s theory of redemption in the journeys of Americans in the 80s 

in Angels. In the description of the process and result of these journeys, Kushner 

shows the advancement and progress of people’s self-awareness, which manifests 

Benjamin’s revolutionary viewpoint on human history. Accordingly, Kushner’s idea of 

progress means not a moving forward following the existing route of the world, but a 

progress “in an upward direction” (“N” 72) that links the present with the time of the 

new world as illustrated in fig. 1, on page 32. In short, Kushner’s theme of progress is 

actually the concern of revolution that the critics are looking for in the play.  

Therefore, Kushner’s faith in progress does not contradict Benjamin’s 

materialist approach to the idea of progress. In fact, Kushner’s idea of progress in 

Angels is derived from Benjamin’s theory of progress. As Bechtel has also noted, 

“[w]hat Kushner understands, and what escapes his critics, is that progress can be a 

form of interruption, and democratic pluralism a form of progress” (119, emphasis 

added). According to Bechtel’s comment, Benjamin’s concept of progress supports 

Kushner’s theme of progress instead of contradicting each other. Their concepts of 

progress are related to each other in the same way a theory and its practice are related.  

Contrary to the critics’ impression, Kushner’s idea of progress in Angels 

corresponds to Benjamin’s theory of revolutionary progress. Kushner adapts 

Benjamin’s idea of revolutionary progress by transforming it into an inner revolution 

of one’s self. Kushner reveals the real significance of progress with the dialectical 

conflicts, which function as modifiers of the characters’ beliefs and attitudes during 

their inner journeys. It is these inner journeys that produce the energy of revolutionary 

progresses. The processes of the inner journey of an individual may be painful, but it 

is necessary for one to retain hope and self-awareness to live on. Through their 
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journeys, the characters experience conflicts that produce dialectical tensions. When 

the historical dialectical images are recognized, the character will experience a vision 

which causes a fundamental change within him. This is the meaning of “inner 

revolution” in Angels.   

 

        ※   ※   ※ 

 

In Angels, while commemorating the lost journeys, Kushner proclaims the birth 

of new journeys for humankind. Although the forms and purposes of these journeys 

are different, the supporting powers behind these journeys are the same. It is the faith 

in progress that makes people strain toward their goals in the exterior journeys of 

seeking a better live as well as in the inner journeys of finding one’s self.  

With Benjamin’s theory, one can see the concept of progress in Angels as the 

revolutionary awakening from the characters’ fixed recognition of life that resembles 

the “homogeneous, empty time” of history in “Thesis” (261). It is the awakening that 

produces changes within these characters. This process brings them painful but 

authentic progresses that renew themselves as well as the world.  

 


